In terms of comedic filmmaking, one mode has proven to be steadfast in both its popularity and relevance: the mockumentary. A style of filmmaking that blends the narrative structures and story of fiction film with the style and presentation of non-fiction film, mockumentary remains one of the most prevalent forms of satire in the filmmaking world. The format is utilized in both long-form and short-form styles, feature films and television.
Understanding the mockumentary seems like a simple task at first, due to the format's status as comedy. As a result of this format's status as "low-culture", film academia tends to not focus on these types of films. However, there is far more depth to this format than one would first guess, and approaching this depth reveals a great deal not only about mockumentary, but documentary and narrative filmmaking as well. As a blend between these two modes of filmmaking, mockumentary represents a fascinating insight on how the visual style of documentary films offer audiences a sense of reality, and how narrative films can take advantage of these techniques.
When approaching this topic, a simple literature review seemed inappropriate given that the curriculum of the film program at Portland State University focuses on both film production and studies. This led to decision to opt for a creative thesis instead, a short mockumentary film I wrote and directed entitled The Race Walker.
The film, centered around the fictional second best competitive race walker in the country, was an opportunity to demonstrate my understanding of the format through a more professionally relevant means. This essay serves as a companion to the film I made, and is written as a reflection on the knowledge I have gathered on the mockumentary format, and I how utilized this knowledge in the production of my film. The first section of this essay will focus on the evolution of the mockumentary format, and its key visual components, while the second section focuses on my reflections on the production of my thesis The Office and Parks and Recreation tend to have more traditional sets and lighting. In these cases, other aspects are more important for contributing to the aesthetic, such as the handheld camerawork present across almost every mockumentary. Handheld camerawork is perhaps the most notable feature taken from cinéma-vérité by mockumentary. Camera movement tends to be marked by quick pans and zooms. With these quick pans and zooms, the filmmakers give the 6 illusion of not knowing what will happen next; they move to new subjects as they appear, with the occasional jerky movements to give a sense of surprise. In most of these cases, the camera is moving with the characters as they go through a scene. To support this, many mockumentaries utilize longer takes than most narrative films. Cuts tend to happen less frequently, with pans and zooms acting as a means of changing shots and presenting new information for a scene.
Handheld camerawork and long takes also support the improvisational humor many mockumentaries implement, as they allow for camera operators to follow action that is Utilization of genre conventions is important for the satire mockumentary attempts to create, but it can also be difficult to achieve. Recognizing the necessary pieces of a genre, and implementing them alongside the necessary pieces of the documentary style, requires a great deal of planning. In order to create an aesthetic that appears unplanned, mockumentaries rely on a number of visual elements that require both intense planning and quick thinking.
For a style of filmmaking that has only truly existed for fifty years, mockumentary has gone through a great deal of evolution. Pulling inspiration from numerous sources in both fiction and nonfiction filmmaking, the medium represents a unique blend of film styles. Due to the fact that narrative constructions of these films vary on a case by case basis, specific visual elements 7 have been essential for solidifying the format and its identity. These elements are necessary for establishing the medium's "reality effect". As a medium that relies on (somewhat) convincing the audience that fiction is truth, the aesthetic of mockumentary is one that need to appears unplanned. Handheld camerawork, natural lighting, and long takes are among some of the many consistent elements that make up what the mockumentary is. Mockumentaries are one of the most unique approaches to filmmaking, and offer a wide range of opportunities for the evolution of both narrative and documentary filmmaking.
SECTION 2: Reflections
When creating my thesis film The Race Walker, many of my creative decisions were driven by the prior research I had done on the subject of mockumentary filmmaking. My initial plan for the film differed a great deal from the final result, although I do not consider this to be a negative. Initially, the film was going to be a parody of sports documentaries such as the ESPN "30 for 30" series, but as the pre-production phase moved forward, I shifted away from this idea.
I felt that that style of film, while appropriate for the narrative of the film, would not fit well with my goal of exploring the visual style of mockumentary. As these documentaries are almost entirely centered around archival footage and interviews, they lack the resemblance to cinéma-vérité filmmaking that most mockumentaries employ. I felt that utilizing this style would be the correct choice based on my desire to center this project around the more common style of mockumentary filmmaking. Once I had decided on the overall vision for the project, moving forward on the pre-production and production became much easier.
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In the earliest pre-production stages, I realized that this short film would require a slightly different approach from my prior projects. The writing process did not differ too much; some parts of my script were designed to accommodate for potential improvisation from my actors, but this was about the only major difference in my approach to writing. When planning out the actual filming of the project, my plan to create the visual style of the mockumentary demanded both certain equipment and certain techniques. Most of the film was done in handheld, and to prevent intense camera shaking, a steadicam had to be used. The usage of a steadicam was also helpful for the panning and moving with characters that I wanted for this project. In terms of utilizing natural lighting and location shoots, some issues presented themselves early. Shooting in Portland meant that utilizing natural lighting and on location shooting might prove difficult to the frequency of poor weather conditions. Despite this, most shoot days proved rather easy to work around. When it came to utilizing genre conventions, I realized that the most essential convention to utilize from the sports film would have to be the usage of montage. Training montages, as well as competition montages, are a mainstay of almost every sports film. Including at least montage was a priority for this project, as I felt this was the best means to pay homage to the genre of sports film. Creating the visual style of this project was perhaps the most important goal for me, and the process provided a great deal of experience in filmmaking.
Mockumentary represents many things that can only be achieved through the medium of film. The format's unique blend of both narrative and documentary techniques give it a style that is unmistakable. It gives opportunities to explore the medium of film in fascinating new ways, and question the nature of objectivity in filmmaking. Film is a unique medium of art that blends
